DAY 1: Ready for Robots- This day is guaranteed to be the most fun introduction to robotics you have ever
experienced! Get your introduction to real life robotics by getting hands-on with IPads that feature interactive applications that
allow you to explore real world robot design. Experiment with automatons, remote control devices, and programmable robots
by taking part in hands-on rotating stations. Stations feature Tri-sensor Robots, Programmable Scribbler Bots, and Soccer
Robots. Get your jitters out by participating in group active games that reinforce robotics concepts. Discover the thinking,
sensing, & acting concepts of robots with exciting explorations using modular robotics kits. Link together various smart cubes
to build robots that can chase your cat, avoid heat, follow light, or guide you out of a dark room! Explorations go in more depth
when Bluetooth cubes are added to your robotic creation and programmed with an IPad. Build a “Bristle Bot” and “Crazy Ball”
to take home.

DAY 2: Circuit Science- From simple circuits to super switches, we will
explore the exciting world of circuity in this camp day. Get hands-on with an
electronic discovery system that features printed circuit board blocks that snap
together in different combinations. Discover that circuits are not just series and
parallel by using a conductive pen and interactive sketchbook of functioning
circuits to virtually write your own simple program. Create a Rover with working
electronic circuits and complete a working circuit board challenge to make your
robot radio controlled. Code and electronics will converge as we build exciting
projects by snapping together magnetic circuit modules and use a learning app
on our IPads to interactively learn important circuitry concepts. This in-app
augmented reality feature will even give you X-ray vision by letting you see
electricity flow! The concept of electricity and circuity will be reinforced when we
build our own robot to take home.

DAY 3: Robots 101- We invite you to join us to learn more
in depth applications of robotic technology by getting to DO
robotics, not just read about it! This day is guaranteed to
develop a young robotic engineer’s interest, skills and
knowledge while having out of this world fun! Learn how DC
motors work. Learn about gear trains & ratios, and transfer of
motion with hands-on discoveries using cool science tools and
gadgets. Control robots with IPads and experiment with a
variety of robots to learn firsthand what robots are, what they do,
and why humans make robots. Robotic applications in the movie
business are experienced with a life size animatronic ape
replication that has realistic behavioral sounds and motion.
Learn about humanoids by controlling a robot that has an
inquisitive and responsive personality. Control a Jumping Sumo
Robot that is equipped with a camera and has faultless
directional stability. Spin, drift, and flip an adrenaline, apppowered robot. Learn about biomimetic robots with cool moving
machines that mimic creatures we see in the wild. Experience
first-hand industrial applications of robotic arms by controlling
one from our computer that allows real time interactive control to
move blocks along an assembly line! This day definitely will
inspire all future roboticist’s as we build our own robots to take
home and consider the future of robotics.

DAY 4: Use Your Common Sensors!- From active
games that test your senses to experiments with robots that
have complex sensory systems, this day is bound to be an out
of this world sensory experience! This day is sprinkled with
active educational games that involve your senses and hands
on investigations that teach about robot sensory systems. Start
out the day learning why robots need sensors to interact with
the world. Experiment with everything from range to tactile
sensors. Get creative with our LittleBit kits! Connect light,
pressure, sound, & bend sensor modules to actuator modules to
make a cool array of working inventions! Use the world's
smallest programmable robot to learn color coding language
and control its robot behavior on paper and tablets. Dive into
experiments with another cool futuristic building block kit that
enables a micro-universe of kinematic creation! Snap together
blocks to create not only the physical body of the robot, but its
behavior too! This camp day is packed full of experiments that
impart intuitive understanding of complex systems and design
principles. We guarantee oodles and oodles of fun robotic
possibilities at your fingertips!
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DAY 5: Advanced Robotics- In this last day
of camp, we will spend some time learning why
programming robots is so much fun! Programming is
introduced through a fun, active game that keep your
mind and body moving. “Programming the Human
Bot” cards & circuits are laid out by the Mad Scientist
and campers work their way through a large scale
programming obstacle course. The basics of
programming are expanded upon when we program
a robot rover via a sequence of commands through a
maze. Then, meet our very cool robot friends “Dash
and Dot!”! Using an IPad, we will program Dash and
Dot to deliver a message to a friend, have a dance
party, and program them to squeal when we pick
them up, navigate around sharp corners, or be on
the lookout for approaching Mad Scientist’s. After
learning Dash and Dot basics, we will experiment
with a visual programming language that features
drag and drop blocks of code to direct Dash & Dot
around camp. Throughout the week, you will get the
chance to assemble robots ranging in complexity
from entry level kits to more advanced projects. We
will finish up all robot building projects to take home
at the end of the day.

